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Styles Overview
Dominant & Direct
Dominant Fear: To be taken advantage of - Loss of control
The D style measures and identifies how assertively an individual prefers to deal with the problems they encounter. Someone with
a “high D” will actively pursue and attack problems, while someone with a “low D” will be more reserved and conservative in
tackling di icult, problematic and confrontational issues.

Influencing & Inspiring
Dominant Fear: To be liked - Failure - To be misunderstood
The I style measures and identifies how an individual prefers to deal with the people they encounter. Someone with a “high I” will
be outgoing, seek personal connections and enjoy frequent interactions with other.

Steady & Stable
Dominant Fear: Loss of security - Change
The S style measures and identifies how an individual prefers to deal with the activity level and pace of their daily agenda.
Someone with a “high S” will exhibit a great deal of patience and prefers a stable, focused and consistent workload preferring not
to frequently change or alter direction of his or her everyday workload.

Compliant & Correct
Dominant Fear: Criticism - To be wrong
The C style measures and identifies how an individual prefers to deal with the rules, data and attention. Someone with a “high C”
will insist on accuracy, reliable facts, precision and high standards.

Core
Core values are the things we care about most. They are the driving factors that motivate our actions and cause distress when they
are voided. When completing the assessment, you chose from a list of 28 possible core values. The core values you selected from
are: Competitiveness, Advancement, Family Happiness, Economic Security, Freedom, Integrity, Friendship, Self Respect,

Creativity, Inner Harmony, Cooperation, Recognition, Health, Wisdom, Spirituality, Order, Pleasure, Achievement, Helpfulness,
Loyalty, Responsibility, Personal Development, Fame, Power, Involvement, A ection, Wealth and Adventure.
From 28 possible values, here are your top five.

Power

Influence, Importance, Authority

I Need An Environment Where:
Managing others or leading teams is a key responsibility.
Key people respect me and allow me to have power.
The position has decision-making authority.

Fame

Renown, Distinction

Speaking at professional associations is encouraged.
The position is highly visible outside the organization.
Opportunities for media exposure exist.

Competitiveness

Striving to Win, Being the Best

"Winning" is rewarded.
Strives to be an industry leader.
Emphasis on being the "best" in my area of expertise.
Results are openly acknowledged.

Recognition

Respect from others, Acknowledgment,
Status

A program exists to reward exceptional work.
Manager has respect for my abilities.
Research is encouraged and rewarded.
I have access to highly educated mentors.
The organization values knowledge and expertise.

Wisdom

Discovering Knowledge, Insight,
Enlightenment

Core Descriptors
Competitiveness
This Core value is chosen by someone who is always striving to win and wants to be the best. For the Competitiveness Core to
appear in one’s top 5 Core Values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among others: "Winning" is rewarded. -

Strives to be an industry leader. - Emphasis on being the "best" in my area of expertise.

Advancement
This Core value is chosen by someone who seeks progress and places high merit in promotion or the opportunity to rise in the
ranks. For the Advancement Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core Values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among
others: I can rise to a leadership position. - There are many levels of management. - The policy is to promote from within.

Family Happiness
This Core value is chosen by someone who puts their close relationships with their family members above all else. This doesn’t
mean they don’t care about their work, but their work shouldn’t get in the way of quality time with their family. For the Family
Happiness Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core Values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among others: Not too

much overtime or holiday work. - Issues like childcare and family leave are important. - Flexible schedules and/or telecommuting
is available.

Economic Security
This Core value is chosen by someone who wants their income flow to be both steady and adequate. For the Economic Security
Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core Values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among others: Pay is satisfactory and

predictable. - Benefits satisfy my lifestyle. - A retirement plan is available.

Freedom
This Core value is chosen by someone who seeks independence, autonomy, and liberty. They don’t want chains or setbacks in
how they operate. For the Freedom Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core Values, the following three sentences were ranked higher
among others: I can make executive decisions. I set my own schedule and may work wherever. - An entrepreneurial environment

is fostered.

Integrity
This Core value is chosen by someone who believes that honesty and sincerity are at the top of all virtues. These individuals have
no problem standing up for their beliefs. For the Integrity Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core Values, the following three sentences
were ranked higher among others: There is a high level of trust and honesty. - Employees are free to take a stand on issues. - The

organization is known for its reputable practices.

Friendship
This Core value is chosen by someone who desires close relationships and seeks strong rapport with others. For the Friendship
Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among others: Social interaction is

encouraged to promote teamwork. - Coworkers get along well together. - I have much in common with coworkers.

Self-Respect
This Core value is chosen by someone who has a strong belief in their own abilities and holds self-esteem to a high standard. For
the Self-Respect Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among others: The

job fits my image of myself. - The organization respects individual di erences. - Employees are not second guessed or overridden.

Creativity
This Core value is chosen by someone who is imaginative and inventive, and seeks originality. These individuals thrive o of novel
thinking. For the Creativity Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among
others: The work atmosphere promotes imaginative thinking. - Peers are inventive and stimulating. - The organization values

innovation.

Inner Harmony
This Core value is chosen by someone who prizes being at peace with themselves and others. These individuals seek finding
balance cognitively and emotionally. For the Inner Harmony Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three
sentences were ranked higher among others: Little negotiating is required. - The work I do is really important to me. - The

ambiance fits my working style.

Cooperation
This Core value is chosen by someone that treasures working together and understands the importance of teamwork. For the
Cooperation Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among others: Rewards

are for the whole group not individuals.- Relationships are supportive, not competitive. - The team must collaborate to be
successful.

Recognition
This Core value is chosen by someone that seeks respect from others and wants high acknowledgment and status. For the
Recognition Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among others: Results

are openly acknowledged. - A program exists to reward exceptional work. - Manager has respect for my abilities.

Health
This Core value is chosen by someone who prices their well-being, both physical and mental. For the Health Core to appear in
one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among others: An on-site food service o ers a health

conscious menu. - The organization encourages use of gym memberships. - Comprehensive health benefits are provided.

Wisdom
This Core value is chosen by someone who enjoys discovering knowledge and seeks insight and enlightenment. For the Wisdom
Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among others: Research is

encouraged and rewarded. - I have access to highly educated mentors. - The organization values knowledge and expertise.

Spirituality
This Core value is chosen by someone with a high degree of faith, spirituality, and/or religious belief. These individuals find
strength in their practice. For the Spirituality Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked
higher among others: Time o is allowed for religious holidays. - Di erences in beliefs are respected. - The work does not conflict

with beliefs.

Order
This Core value is chosen by someone who operates via organization and structure. These individuals are highly systematic. For
the Order Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among others: The

organization values e icient systems. - The industry is relatively stable. - Rules and procedures are clearly communicated.

Pleasure
This Core value is chosen by someone who seeks fun and enjoyment and puts good times at the top of their hierarchy of needs.
For the Pleasure Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among others: The

work itself is enjoyable and energizing. - The organization has a liberal vacation schedule. - Laughter is common in the o ice.

Achievement
This Core value is chosen by someone who is focused on attaining goals and seeks a sense of accomplishment. For the Pleasure
Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among others: Large projects are

accomplished through short milestones. - Deadlines are challenging but realistic. - Projects are mine from start to finish.

Helpfulness
This Core value is chosen by someone who finds worth in assisting others. These individuals are focused on improving society. For
the Helpfulness Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among others: The

purpose of the organization is to help others. - Others need my support to achieve their results. - The organization returns
something to the community.

Loyalty
This Core value is chosen by someone who prizes commitment, dedication, and dependability in themselves and others. For the
Loyalty Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among others: The

organization values its long-term employees. - Most employees would never consider quitting. - The manager is committed to the
organization's success.

Responsibility
This Core value is chosen by someone who leans on accountability and prizes reliability over all else. For the Responsibility Core
to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among others: I share in the success and

failure of projects I undertake. - Coworkers have a commitment to seeing projects through. - I am trusted to make decisions.

Personal Development
This Core value is chosen by someone who strives to become better at learning, strengthening themselves, and realizing their full
potential. For the Pleasure Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among
others: A spirit of continuous learning exists. - Development opportunities exist (i.e. tuition). - The manager expands my abilities

through challenging projects.

Fame
This Core value is chosen by someone who has a deep desire for renown and distinction among their peers. For the Fame Core to
appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among others: Speaking at professional

associations is encouraged. - The position is highly visible outside the organization. - Opportunities for media exposure exist.

Power
This Core value is chosen by someone who strives to have influence and authority among others. Individuals that select this value
desire a high level of importance. For the Power Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were
ranked higher among others: Managing others or leading teams is a key responsibility. - Key people respect me and allow me to

have power. - The position has decision-making authority.

Involvement
This Core value is chosen by someone who finds strength in including others and seeks a high degree of participation at any level.
For the Involvement Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among others:

The organization asks for suggestions for improvement. - Projects require input from various departments. - Opportunities exist to
collaborate with others.

A ection
This Core value is chosen by someone who fosters love and fondness for others. These individuals take great measures to be
caring. For the A ection Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among
others: Celebration of significant events. - Coworkers genuinely care about each other. - Our workgroup is very tight-knit.

Wealth
This Core value is chosen by someone who is deeply concerned with abundance. These individuals are seeking ways of getting
rich. For the Wealth Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among others:

Profit sharing, stock options, or equity plans exist. - It is okay to manage my own business a er work - Financial return exists for
those willing to take risks.

Adventure
This Core value is chosen by someone who is seeking new and challenging experiences. O en these individuals are seeking a
thrill. For the Adventure Core to appear in one’s top 5 Core values, the following three sentences were ranked higher among
others: A sense of excitement and risk are part of the job. - "Leading Edge" projects are common. - The team explores innovative

ways to do the job.

Behavioral Tendencies
Steve, you have very strong verbal and persuasive skills. This can be a great strength in a variety of situations, as you know.
Because of this, you have been able to provide influence into a number of decisions and have your influence make a di erence in
that particular decision. To say it simply, you probably get what you want in many scenarios. It's important you manage your
disappointment during the times you don't get your way.
You are able to think quickly on your feet and this ability has assisted you and the team by providing new and unique solutions,
sometimes developed spontaneously. This ability comes from two combined traits: one is a high level of decisiveness and the
other is excellent verbal skills. These skills allow you to speak smoothly while thinking ahead about what you're going to say next.
This is a skill that not many people have.
People who score like you tend to make quick and firm decisions. They do this through their rapid processing of information and
their innate decisiveness. Once a decision is made, they usually stick to it and will build a case to support it. Your scores indicate
that this may be descriptive of you as well.
Steve, you have a high sense of urgency to get things done. Now! This leads to an urgency that you bring to a variety of venues,
including team meetings, events, competitions and even relationships. While this is a strength, it can be perceived by some
people as borderline rudeness or abruptness, especially those who don't share the same urgency. Be sensitive to this trait while
also being flexible enough to so en this approach when necessary.

Communication Tips
When Communicating, DO:
Stay on track. Hit the major points first and get to the main point quickly.
Do your homework and be prepared with goals, objectives, support materials, etc., but don't plan on using all of them. Have
the material with you as support.
Provide options for Steve to express his/her opinions and make some of the decisions.
When disagreeing, take issue with the methods or procedures, not with the person.
Motivate and persuade Steve by referring to objectives and expected results.
Plan to talk about things that support his/her dreams and goals.

When Communicating, DO NOT:
Don't stick too rigidly to the agenda.
Engage in rambling discussion and waste his/her time.
Forget or lose things necessary for the meeting or project.
Confuse or distract him/her from the business issues at hand.
Leave loopholes or vague issues hanging in the air.
Speculate wildly without factual support.
Get bogged down in facts, figures or abstractions.

Strengths
You are excellent at initiating activity and direction for the team or organization.
You demand high performance of yourself and others.
You are a very active agent in all that you do.
You have a strong tendency to work toward making things happen rather than waiting for things to happen.
You tend to set high goals then train diligently with people to achieve those goals.
Able to use discipline in an appropriate manner to achieve a win-win situation.
Able to juggle many goals simultaneously and have a keen awareness of the status of each.
You are able to make decisions quickly and to take the credit or blame for the outcome of decisions.
Excellent in presenting your ideas to large or small teams or groups. You bring a poised, confident and engaging message to
any audience and can provide a role in the team of spokesperson.

Motivations
Authority equal to the responsibility you are given.
Independence and autonomy.
Having a high level of influence and power to enable others to improve and take on additional responsibilities in order to
achieve results.
Accomplishments that can be seen quickly and measurably.
New experiences and a variety of activities.
Social or public recognition for accomplishments and successes related to your work.
Freedom to express opinions.
Activities involving contacting, leading and directing people within a team or your working environment.
A coach who practices a supportive leadership process by asking for your input into future team and personal directions.
E icient methods to process details and deal with minutia.
Flexible cultures where changes can be discussed and made to achieve better results or to increase motivation.
An environment that is supportive of changing training venues, increasing people contact and finding time to mix freely with
others.
Opportunities and encouragement to try new ideas and take risks.

Needs
Behavioral Needs:
Opportunities for involvement with a wide variety of people both internal and external to the immediate team or group you
interact with within your world of work.
Freedom to express your own ideas, initiatives and creativity.
Opportunities for leadership, self-development, rapid learning, broad range of responsibilities and advancement.
You may need to focus attention and conversation more on the immediate goals to be achieved and less on socializing at
times.
Systems to assist in measuring your progress and keeping your goals on track such as training diaries.

Environmental Needs:
A team culture that frees you from many details and heavy coaching and management supervision.
A variety of challenging training regimes and competitions with high-stakes opportunities for success.
An arena where you can verbalize your ideas and opinions.
An evaluation and feedback system based on the results achieved, not the process used to achieve the results.
An eye toward the future that rewards innovation and encourages creative risk-taking.

Areas for Improvement
You may sometimes overuse the 'ends justify the means' adage.
You may be a selective listener, hearing only what you want to hear at times.
You could increase your sensitivity toward others.
Could be a bit more willing to share talents to help others grow in their own learning and skill development. May sometimes be
a bit too self-serving.
May sometimes intimidate others on the team with power, position or politics.
You may become somewhat angry or belligerent when under pressure or when threatened in either a heated training or
competitve environment.
You may not always verbalize the complete story of an intention; rather, may withhold some information on purpose.
You may lose interest in your or the team's goals once you perceive the challenge is gone and it has become more of a routine.
You may lack some follow-through and expect others to pick up all the loose ends.
You may need to lower goal expectations a bit in light of real-world competition and current standings in this.
You may become impatient, especially with slower-moving or slower-thinking people on the team.

Additional Tendencies
Able to think quickly on your feet, you can react, adjust or modify your behavior in a variety of situations.
Able to inspire others to reach their maximum potential.
You are decisive and like to get things done quickly and e iciently.
Able to enlist the support of others either on your team and working environment while maintaining control over the goals you
want to achieve.
You project high levels of emotional control and as such can provide great role model leadership in this area.
You are a self-starter with a strong competitive edge.
Poised, confident and very articulate in front of large or small groups.
Your pace of personal operation is faster than many people.
You set high training and competition goals for yourself and others and expect all involved to provide 100% e ort.
You project emotional strength and a leadership power in working with others.
You tend to be a 'multi-tasker', capable of juggling several things at once.

The Seven Dimensions of Drive
A closer look at the seven dimensions
Drive helps influence behavior and action and can be considered somewhat of a hidden motivation because they are not readily
observable. Understanding your Drive helps to tell you why you prefer to do what you do. It is vital for superior performance to
ensure that your motivations are satisfied by what you do. This drives your passion, reduces fatigue, inspires you and increases
drive.

The Seven Dimensions of Drive measured in this report are:
Imagination - A drive for balance, harmony, and form.
Drive - A drive for economic or practical returns.
Self-Interest - A drive to stand out as independent or unique.
Power - A drive to be in control or have influence.
Humanity - A drive for humanitarian e orts or to help others altruistically.
Authority - A drive to establish order, routine, and structure.
Expertise - A drive for knowledge, learning, and understanding.

Drive Assessment Summary

Imagination - Very Low
You appreciate real-world approaches and “feet on the ground” thinking and may view those with their “head in
the clouds” as impractical.

Drive - High
You will likely possess a competitive spirit and will focus on gaining a practical return for your time and energy.

Self-Interest - High
You won’t mind the spotlight, will desire to bring independent ideas to bear, and may excel in front of others.

Power - Very High
You will seek to achieve positions of authority and will be drawn to roles that allow you to direct and control
yourself and others.

Humanity - Very Low
You will be di icult to take advantage of and will excel in areas of self-interest.

Authority - High
You believe there’s only one way to solve a problem and will endeavor to work within established boundaries.

Expertise - Low
You are more apt to rely on past experiences and intuition when making decisions.

Drive Word Matrix
← Low

High →

Imagination
Grounded

Practical

Imaginitive

Unconventional

Impractical

Drive
At Ease

Satisfied

Competitive

Forceful

Cut Throat

Secure

Supportive

Balanced

Independent

Individualistic

Passive

Yielding

Influential

Controlling

Dominating

Self-Interest

Power

Humanity
Self-Focused

Sympathetic

Empathetic

Compassionate

Bleeding Heart

Systematic

Black & White

Fact Finder

Intellectual

Authority
Defiant

Resistant

Open Minded

Expertise
Incurious

Intuitive

Rational

Imagination
General Traits
You may view "feeling good" as a secondary and not a primary driver at work.
You likely believe creative people waste time and are too focused on non-essentials.
You believe something's usefulness is more important than its appearance.
You are not likely to connect with impractical ideas emotionally or professionally.
Key Strengths
You are able to stay grounded and remain sensible.
You see what is useful where others may miss the best application.
Your down-to-earth style aids in your rational approach to life and work.
Your pragmatic approach can balance those who think unconventionally.
Motivational Insights
To maintain your highest level of motivation, avoid getting involved with emotional issues and drama.
You will not likely appreciate aesthetic improvements if they are not practical or warranted.
Aesthetic workplace changes or remodeling may not be welcomed or appreciated, unless it supports success.
You associate improvements in function with success.
Training/Learning Insight
You teach/learn in a very practical way; you may not appreciate programs that take time without giving you much of a return.
You may do well with a small group where you can focus on useful concepts.
You will do well with practical applications.
You will connect hands-on learning to training benefits.
Continual Improvement Insights
You may need to adjust and not be so practical when in group settings.
You should try to respect the creativity, quirkiness, and unconventional approach of some people.
Some might consider your attitude towards select people to be too critical and cold-hearted.
You should remember to respect the creative ways of others.

Drive
General Traits
You respond best when your time is not being wasted on superficial things.
Your outcomes should demonstrate a bottom-line financial result to match your e ort.
You are only interested in what is realistic and advantageous in achieving your vision of success.
You may fit the stereotype of the typical hard worker who wants to win most of the time.
Key Strengths
You pay attention to your return on investment in business or team activities.
You are moderately aggressive for capturing time, profits, and bottom-line oriented outcomes.
You are driven by competition, challenges, and economic incentives.
You have a heightened awareness of wasted money, time, and energy.
Motivational Insights
You should provide recognition and rewards (e.g., bonuses) as soon as possible.
You should realize that it's not just money that motivates, but also personal fulfillment in the job.
You should remember that you have awareness of the revenue clock, whereas others may not.
You should be certain you are balancing your professional and personal life.
Training/Learning Insight
You will likely attempt to provide some rewards or incentives for participation.
You link learning outcomes to the ability to become more e ective in increasing earnings.
Remember to pay attention to those who are less incentivized and not only those driven to win.
You should spend time assisting others in reaching their goals since it comes natural to you.
Continual Improvement Insights
You may need to develop an increased sensitivity to the needs of others.
You may need to learn how to mask your greed factor so as not to alienate a prospect, a client or others on the team.
You may need to ratchet down your intense need to win and learn to relax with others.
You may appear superficial and self-interested to others.

Self-Interest
General Traits
You'll enjoy unique work assignments that promote your out-of-the-box style.
You bring interesting and independent ideas.
You'll appreciate freedom and autonomy and not being nailed down.
You won't mind the spotlight and may excel when in front of others.
Key Strengths
You prefer celebrating di erences as opposed to settling for sameness.
You understand that we're all very di erent and will want to explore those di erences.
You have a projected self-confidence that might enable you to speak up when disagreeing with how something should be
done.
You prefer being independent of others as opposed to depending on others.
Motivational Insights
You'd rather work independently, making your own map.
You'll likely have a unique way of saying unpretentious things.
People like you tend to enjoy making unique and creative presentations to groups of people eager to learn.
You can work with others, but only if you maintain your quality of uniqueness.
Training/Learning Insight
You prefer exciting approaches to boring and predictable lessons.
It's important that you're allowed to think outside the box and apply some of what you learn.
You'll appreciate the opportunity to test and experiment with new concepts.
When learning new things, you'll prefer fun and challenging concepts.
Continual Improvement Insights
You don't always have to be the star of the idea club.
Your uniqueness doesn't always contribute to every problem; it might create one.
Remember that you may inadvertently draw attention to yourself for extended periods of time.
You need to remember that your ideas aren't the only ideas and make room for others.

Power
General Traits
You only listen to direct and control or agree or disagree.
You believe victory is yours.
You may secretly believe that you are the only one qualified to lead.
You need signs of personal authority such as your name on your parking space.
Key Strengths
You believe you will be victorious before you start.
You will likely advance quickly within your area of expertise.
You will likely take initiative without having to be asked.
You are likely going to accept responsibility for both successes and failures.
Motivational Insights
You should understand that you might come across stronger than you think.
You should allow others the same freedom to make decisions that you want.
It's important to empower others with the same power you want to have.
You should be willing to share victories and not keep them all for yourself.
Training/Learning Insight
You need hyper flexibility and freedom to create when learning new things.
You need the freedom to come up with your own agenda.
You'll need your own space when working with teams.
You'll create an environment that encourages others to follow you.
Continual Improvement Insights
You need to allow others to fail and then assist them in becoming better when they do.
With you, people will feel more like a hindrance than a help.
You may get caught up in selling yourself instead of your idea.
You may need to take a little time and think things through before taking action.

Humanity
General Traits
You will likely be distrusting of most people.
You'll likely see others for their usefulness, as a means to an end.
You will likely be determined in chaos.
You will easily spot those who take advantage of people.
Key Strengths
You'll have a low tolerance for wasted time and energy.
You are less likely to put up with nonsense.
You will likely avoid "stupid" people.
You have little to no patience for ignorance.
Motivational Insights
You connect all outcomes to practical needs as opposed to people needs.
Your no-nonsense approach could easily be misunderstood by the more sociable people types.
Remember that there will be a decent amount of people that may believe you don't like them.
You respond better to logic and reason and will likely rebu touchy-feely approaches.
Training/Learning Insight
Be aware of your no-nonsense and direct approach to other people.
You may need to step back and realize your strength when working with passive types.
Being forceful isn't bad, but sometimes it scares people if it's too strong.
You will likely enjoy group activities that support your personal agenda.
Continual Improvement Insights
You may be cutthroat when competing with others.
Many people will misunderstand your motive.
Because you have little patience for stupidity, make sure the person is at least trying before passing judgment.
You may benefit from placing yourself in someone else's shoes more o en.

Authority
General Traits
In your family, you're likely the "bad cop."
You're a black and white thinker with little to no wiggle room.
You usually color within the lines and expect others to do the same.
If you're breaking a moral code, you'll justify it.
Key Strengths
You won't appreciate people who can't make up their mind.
You may have very strong views.
Your ideas are likely to be proven reliable.
You are always reining careless people in.
Motivational Insights
You will prefer private correction that is proven necessary.
You need to believe it's worth it before you make important changes.
You need to be profusely convinced or you won't change your mind.
You need to know what to do and what not to do before you do it.
Training/Learning Insight
You should be exposed to others who take more risks and allow yourself the benefit of being around them.
Your training and development should involve reliable information that works.
Your learning and development should connect you and your inside the box thinking to outside of the box leaders.
Your learning development should be connected to traditional venues.
Continual Improvement Insights
Try being more yielding and less firm.
Try putting yourself in someone else's shoes.
Think about trying some new ways of doing things.
You should try being the good cop once in a while.

Expertise
General Traits
You'll likely learn only what is necessary to complete a task.
You have an awareness of time management, but will not let time be your boss.
You may prefer to work on many things rather than getting bogged down in only one function or role.
You are probably more resourceful than you are a resource.
Key Strengths
You are not narrow-minded and can think outside the box.
You are more than likely highly adaptive.
There's always another way when the current situation changes.
You are likely an innovative and practical thinker.
Motivational Insights
You likely do not support ine icient, slow, and complicated means to any end.
Because the end justifies the means, you'll figure it out.
Remember, you have a way of looking at the broader perspective di erently than others.
You prefer less paperwork and minute details.
Training/Learning Insight
You should make training and development activities as hands-on as possible.
You should hit only those essential items that relate to increased success or e iciency on projects.
You should avoid getting bogged down in the hypothetical and theoretical.
You should link training and professional development to other areas of the values graph where you sit outside the national
norm.
Continual Improvement Insights
You may not do your homework in order to expedite processes.
You may find you don't have a large capacity for retaining information.
You will likely ignore certain regulations you do not believe to be necessary.
You may quickly reach information overload.

